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BACKGROUND: We previously found that 25% of 1,017 randomized clinical trials (RCTs) approved be-
tween 2000 and 2003 were discontinued prematurely, and 44% remained unpublished at a median of
12 years follow-up. We aimed to assess a decade later (1) whether rates of completion and publication
have increased; (2) the extent to which nonpublished RCTs can be identified in trial registries; and (3)
the association between reporting quality of protocols and premature discontinuation or nonpublication
of RCTs. METHODS AND FINDINGS: We included 326 RCT protocols approved in 2012 by research
ethics committees in Switzerland, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Canada in this metaresearch
study. Pilot, feasibility, and phase 1 studies were excluded. We extracted trial characteristics from each
study protocol and systematically searched for corresponding trial registration (if not reported in the
protocol) and full text publications until February 2022. For trial registrations, we searched the (i) World
Health Organization: International Clinical Trial Registry Platform (ICTRP); (ii) US National Library of
Medicine (ClinicalTrials.gov); (iii) European Union Drug Regulating Authorities Clinical Trials Database
(EUCTR); (iv) ISRCTN registry; and (v) Google. For full text publications, we searched PubMed, Google
Scholar, and Scopus. We recorded whether RCTs were registered, discontinued (including reason for
discontinuation), and published. The reporting quality of RCT protocols was assessed with the 33-item
SPIRIT checklist. We used multivariable logistic regression to examine the association between the in-
dependent variables protocol reporting quality, planned sample size, type of control (placebo versus oth-
er), reporting of any recruitment projection, single-center versus multicenter trials, and industry versus
investigator sponsoring, with the 2 dependent variables: (1) publication of RCT results; and (2) trial dis-
continuation due to poor recruitment. Of the 326 included trials, 19 (6%) were unregistered. Ninety-eight
trials (30%) were discontinued prematurely, most often due to poor recruitment (37%; 36/98). One in 5
trials (21%; 70/326) remained unpublished at 10 years follow-up, and 21% of unpublished trials (15/70)
were unregistered. Twenty-three of 147 investigator-sponsored trials (16%) reported their results in a
trial registry in contrast to 150 of 179 industry-sponsored trials (84%). The median proportion of re-
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ported SPIRIT items in included RCT protocols was 69% (interquartile range 61% to 77%). We found
no variables associated with trial discontinuation; however, lower reporting quality of trial protocols was
associated with nonpublication (odds ratio, 0.71 for each 10% increment in the proportion of SPIRIT
items met; 95% confidence interval, 0.55 to 0.92; p = 0.009). Study limitations include that the moderate
sample size may have limited the ability of our regression models to identify significant associations.
CONCLUSIONS: We have observed that rates of premature trial discontinuation have not changed in
the past decade. Nonpublication of RCTs has declined but remains common; 21% of unpublished trials
could not be identified in registries. Only 16% of investigator-sponsored trials reported results in a trial
registry. Higher reporting quality of RCT protocols was associated with publication of results. Further
efforts from all stakeholders are needed to improve efficiency and transparency of clinical research.
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